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fighting TB _

cracking the code!

DNA _ The code of life
Cells are the
building blocks of
all living things.
Packed tightly
inside them are
long, stringy DNA
molecules.

Four smaller
molecules called
bases link
together to form
DNA. The letters
A, C, G and T
represent the
different bases.
DNA can be divided up into
sections known as genes. A
gene is an area of DNA with
specific instructions to make
a molecule, usually a protein.
Proteins do specific tasks in
cells. Genes control features like
your eye colour or height, or the
shape of bacteria.

Going Bananas for DNA!

You will need:

follow these steps to extract DNA from banana cells:
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Mash half a banana
with a fork in a bowl.
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Add half a teaspoon of salt to
half a cup of warm water. Stir.
Add to the mashed banana. Stir.
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Add half a teaspoon of
soap. Stir gently, try
not to make bubbles.
Wait for 2 minutes.
Just like soap breaks
up fatty dirt on dishes,
it will now break open
the fatty walls that
surround DNA in the
cells.

Slowly add
methylated
spirits to form
a layer on top
of the mixture
in the glass.
Let it run down
the side of the
glass to make
sure the layers
do not mix.
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Tie the cloth to the
top of the glass
to make a filter.
Scoop the bananamixture into the
filter and wait for
the liquid to run
into the glass. This
liquid contains the
DNA.

Well done young
You will see
something white
appear where the
spirits and mixture
meet - this is DNA!
You can scoop it
out with a bent
open paperclip.
DNA dissolves in
water but not in
the spirits, that’s
why you can see it.

Seeing DNA?
In your experiment you
separated DNA from
the other parts of the
banana cells. Scientists
follow similar steps to
get DNA from all kinds of
living things. There are
many reasons to study
DNA. Let’s learn more
about one of them.
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scientists! Remember
to send us photos
of yourselves
with the
DNA.

The fight against TB
Tuberculosis (TB) is a lung disease. A bacterium called Mycobacterium

tuberculosis cause TB. TB can be deadly without the right treatment.
Some Mycobacteria have changes in their DNA that makes them
stronger so that normal TB medicine can’t kill them.
Scientists study DNA from the bacteria in a TB patient to find out what
medicine will work the best for that person.

Careers to combat TB
The fight against TB needs experts from various
fields. Here are a few career choices where you could
make a difference.
Bioinformatics
Mathematics, statistics and computer
science are used to make sense of masses
of biological information coded by DNA.

Molecular biology
Looking at molecules and chemical reactions
in living things. This includes genetics and
biochemistry.

Biomedical technology
The technical job of doing tests and
experiments in the laboratory.

Be sure to check
out interviews

with scientists
in this edition of
Spaza Space!

curriculum
links
 Grade 6 Life skills:
Communicable diseases.
 Grade 7-9 Natural Sciences:
Cells, the basic unit of life;
Cells structure.
 Grade 10-12 Life sciences:
Cells, DNA – Code of life;
Protein synthesis.

Can you crack the code?
TB medicines target specific bacterial proteins. The
medicine works by fitting into the target like a
key fits into a lock, or Tetris blocks fit onto each
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the three DNA codes.

Tip: Read the three letters
of each bit of code from the centre of the wheel
outwards.
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Protein A

Protein B

CRACKED CODE

TB Drug 2

TB Drug 3

TB Drug 2

Keep an eye out on
our social media channels.

What is it?
Multi-Drug resistant TB

What does it mean?
A single genetic variation causes resistance
to one of the TB medicines. Normal
medicine will not work. Adapted treatment
(swapping TB drug 1 with a new TB drug)
is needed.

TB Drug 1

Win!

CRACKED CODE

What is it?
Drug resistant TB

What does it mean?
No genetic variation. Normal TB medicine
can be used to treat the patient and help
them get better.

TB Drug 1

Protein C

CRACKED CODE

What is it?
Drug susceptible TB

Match each DNA code with the
correct protein card and to see
how scientists use the code of
life to treat TB patients.

TB Drug 3

What does it mean?
Multiple genetic variations cause resistance
to multiple TB medicines. Normal medicine
will not work and a special treatment with
new, stronger TB medication for a much
longer period of time is needed.

TB Drug 1

TB Drug 2

TB Drug 3

Start your own Science Spaza
Visit www.sciencespaza.org, email info@sciencespaza.org,
sms or WhatsApp us on 076 173 7130 or write to us at PO Box
22106, Mayor’s Walk, 3208.
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Look for us on
Facebook (@suMBHG)
and Instagram
(@su_mbhg) to learn
more about what
we do.

